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Description of Deficiency

The steam generator (SG) secondary side water level instrumentation

utilizes a reference water column external to the SG but inside the SG

enclosure. The column has a condensate reservoir at the top with the

top portion of the reservoir connected to the SG steam space. A dif-

ferential pressure transmitter is connected between the bottom 
of the

column and the SG water space. The column thus provides a reference water

column of constant height, to which the water depth in the SG is compared

through the transmitter. In the event of a high energy line break in the

containment, the reference column could become heated and 
the reduced water

density could cause the SG water level to be indicated erroneously 
high.

In the event of a main feedwater line break, this would delay 
actuation of

the_ SG low-low level signal which initiates a reactor trip. A timely

reactor trip is assumed in the plant safety analysis of a main feedwater

line break.

The deficiency results from a Westinghouse design oversight. Westinghouse

reported the deficiency to TVA and other Westinghouse plant 
owners, and

has also reported it to NRC under 10 CFR 21.

Safety Implications

Although there are several redundant reactor trip signal sources, the 
steam

generator low-low water level signal is the primary one assumed by Westinghouse

in the plant safety analysis for a main feedwater line break. A delay in

the initiation of that signal would therefore introduce a condition not

analyzed in the safety analysis.

Corrective Action

Westinghouse has completed the analysis of 
the main feedwater line break,

considering the effect on the steam generator 
water level reference column.

They have determined that a low-low water level 
setpoint of 18 percent of

full-scale will ensure reactor trip within 
the time assumed in the safety

analysis. This setpoint is based on the sensing lines being thermally 
insulated

within the steam generator enclosure and 
to a point 5 feet outside of it,

except for a distance of 18 vertical inches 
from the bottom of the condensate

pot (upper tap sensing lines) and 18 vertical inches 
outboard of the root

valve (lower tap sensing line). The insulation is metallic. Flow shields

will be provided as required to prevent damage 
from the flow released by a

pipe break within the enclosures. The setpoint and technical, specification

changes will be completed before fuel loading, 
and the remaining changes

by the time of initial criticality.
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Subsequent to the Westinghouse notification of the possible steam
generator water level reference column nonconformance, NRC-OlE
issued Bulletin No. 79-21 on this problem. The bulletin covers any
safety-related or post-accident monitoring level instrumentation
within containment, as well as effects because of pressure changes-
and possible boiling in reference columns. A question on Sequoyah
Nuclear Plant paralleling the bulletin, transmitted by a letter

,from L. S. Rubenstein of NRC to L. G. Parris of TVA. is dated
October 5, 1979. The TVA response to the question provides detailed
information on the steam generator and pressurizer instrumentation.


